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LGM-Dairy vs. Margin Protection Program:
What would work better for you?
Livestock Gross Margin insurance for Dairy
(LGM) was USDA’s first attempt at offering U.S.
dairy producers a product that could be used to protect income-over-feed-costs margins, rather than just
milk prices. In many senses, the Margin Protection
Program (MPP) was designed to be the next generation product, taking what was good with LGM, but
removing choices that were deemed less critical.
The 2014 Farm Bill gives you
a choice between LGM and
MPP, but you cannot use both
programs at the same time. The
next year is special because you
are allowed to insure part of the
year with LGM, and the rest with
MPP. For 2016 and later years
that will not be possible, and any
LGM coverage would make you
By Marin Bozic
ineligible for MPP.
University of MN
In this article I will attempt
to provide an intuitive comparison between these two programs. In the first part of
the article, I will target readership who has some prior
experience with LGM. In the last of the column I will
provide a summary for those producers who are now
learning about LGM and MPP for the first time.
There are four main differences between LGM
and MPP.
1. Flexibility. LGM is very flexible, and allows
users to define their own income-over-feed-costs
margin, how much milk to protect, the duration of
the contract, and the level of protection. You can purchase LGM twelve times a year and premiums are not
due until your contract expires. MPP also offers you
the ability to choose the level of protection and the
percent of milk to protect. However, under MPP, the
contract duration is fixed to one calendar year and the
margin you are protecting is based on a predetermined
formula provided in the 2014 Farm Bill. Furthermore,
once you register for the MPP for the first time, you
are obliged to stay in the program for the duration of
the Farm Bill.
2. Subsidies. LGM subsidies are set as a fixed
percentage of premiums. As market risk changes, full
LGM premiums may rise or fall, but subsidies will always be proportional to full premiums. Subsidies can
be as high as 50 percent, and depend only on the level
of deductible you choose. In contrast, MPP premiums
are fixed, they do not depend on the level of risk in the
dairy or feed markets. This makes MPP really affordable when forecasted margins are low. For example,
back in 2008, $6.50/cwt coverage had expected payments in 2009 that were five times the size of MPP
premiums. In other words, due to low expected margins, implied MPP subsidies were in the order of 80
percent. In a year like 2014, when expected 2015
margins are high, MPP actually does not carry any
implied subsidy, i.e. expected payments are not higher
than MPP premiums.
3. Risk protection. LGM only allows you to capture what the futures markets offer. Sometimes this
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will mean that the protection offered through LGM
would be vastly inadequate. If you had tried buying
LGM in February 2009, when milk prices were in the
doldrums, guaranteed margins would indeed be very
low. To the contrary, MPP always offers coverage
spanning the $4.00 through $8.00 levels.
4. Availability. Under current LGM rules, only up
to approximately $20 million is available annually for
LGM subsidies, and that only suffices to cover 2-3
percent of U.S. milk production. The problem for
LGM users is that when the money for subsidies runs
out, LGM is no longer offered until the next fiscal
year. Unlike LGM, MPP has no availability risk, and
it will be available every year through 2018.

What to do for 2015?
We can begin by asking a very simple question
– how much do Class III milk prices have to decline
before each of these programs net $1.00/cwt? For
this exercise, I will choose $1.10/cwt deductible for
the LGM policy, as that level maximizes the subsidy at 50 percent. For MPP, I will choose $6.50/cwt
as a reasonable risk management choice that would
have resulted in large payments in 2009, yet costs
small farms only 6.75 cents per hundredweight for
2015. To keep things simple, I will assume that all
feed costs will stay at their currently forecasted levels
in 2015, and that Class III and Class IV milk prices
would decline proportionally. To facilitate comparison, I will assume that the LGM contract duration is
two months, corresponding to the two-month pairs in
MPP, i.e. January-February, March-April, etc. Finally,
for LGM, I will choose the policy with minimal declared feed amounts, simply because such policies are
the most popular among LGM users.
The table below reveals that LGM costs about
four times as much as MPP, but it also starts paying
much sooner than MPP. For example, if you buy a
LGM policy covering March and April 2015, with
minimum declared feed and $1.10/cwt deductible,
Class III milk prices would have to decline only
$2.38/cwt for your policy to net you a profit of $1.00/
cwt. For the same magnitude of net payments under
MPP policy with $6.50/cwt coverage level, Class III
milk prices would have to decline $5.46/cwt.
The second factor to consider is availability. This
comparison assumes that only two months are insured
on a single LGM contract. You can only buy one such
policy at any given LGM sales event. For example,
on October 31, when LGM is offered next, you could
insure e.g. the Jan-Feb period, or Mar-Apr, but you
could not buy two such two-month contracts. This
leaves you with two choices. First, you could insure
more than two months on a single LGM contract. Per
LGM rules you can insure up to 10 months on a single
contract, but such long contracts rarely pay out much.
Alternatively, you could insure a few months at the
October sales event, then a few months more at the
next LGM sales event in November, etc. However, if
you do that, you expose yourself to availability risk.
LGM may run out of subsidies before you have a
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Class III Futures prices on 10/3/2014

$17.95

$17.34

$17.24

$17.35

$17.37

$17.42

Expected MPP-Dairy margins on 10/3/2014

$11.51

$10.65

$10.29

$10.36

$10.77

$10.65

LGM-Dairy Policy Premiums

$0.23

$0.28

$0.30

$0.31

MPP-Dairy Policy Premiums ($6.50/cwt, Discounted
Tier 1 premiums applicable to the first 4 million lbs
of production history)

$0.0675

$0.0675

$0.0675

$0.0675

$0.0675

$0.0675

Required Class III milk prices for LGM-Dairy policy
with $1.10/cwt deductible to net $1.00/cwt

$15.62

$14.96

$14.84

$14.94

N/A

N/A

Required Class III milk prices for MPP-Dairy policy
with $6.50/cwt to net $1.00/cwt

$11.86

$11.88

$11.81

$11.83

$11.91

$12.02
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Demmer leads Jewelene in for the Overall Champion International Futurity lineup on Oct. 4 at World Dairy Expo in Madison, Wis.
“It isn’t much,” Demmer said. “I
took a chance hoping she would turn
out so I could bring her to Expo.”
Demmer had taken Jewelene to the
Minnesota State Fair this year and she
was named Reserve Grand Champion.
After that show, Demmer made sure to
sign her up for World Dairy Expo.
“That is a tough class because it
puts the junior and senior 3-year-olds
together,” Demmer said. “I was hoping
to make the top 10 going into the ring.”
Jewelene ended up winning the
futurity class, which put her in conten-

“It’s always been a
dream of mine to breed
and exhibit a class
winner at World Dairy
Expo.”

– Lisa demmer

tion for Overall Champion International Futurity.
“I was so excited,” Demmer said.
Right after winning the futurity
class, Demmer won first place junior
3-year-old Jersey and was named Intermediate Champion of the Jersey show
and went on to be named Honorable
Mention of the breed on Oct. 1.
“I knew the cows that won grand
and reserve grand of the show,” Demmer said. “They are phenomenal cows
and it was exciting to be out there with

them.”
Three days later on Oct. 4, Demmer
competed for Overall Champion International Futurity.
“I knew there were some real good
cows she was going up against,” Demmer said. “She did look good, I just
hoped they would pick me.”
Her wish was granted when the
judges named Jewelene overall champion of the futurity class.
“It was very rewarding. I’m lucky I
signed her up as a calf,” Demmer said.
“I had a great year. My parents were
really excited for me, too. My dad told
me that he finally likes the Jerseys.”
Demmer’s family has been exhibiting their registered Holsteins at World
Dairy Expo for 30 years. But in 2004,
Demmer bought her first Jersey cow,
Thomsen 4226 Cadillac Jay, and in
2005, started exhibiting her Jerseys at
World Dairy Expo.
“Jewelene is a grand-daughter to
Jay,” Demmer said. “To know she was
a descendent of that cow and from that
original Jersey family made it really
special. It’s also an accomplishment for
me to know that I bred and own her.”
For Demmer, having a cow win her
class at World Dairy Expo has always
been something she has strived for.
“It’s a dream come true. It’s always
been a dream of mine to breed and
exhibit a class winner at World Dairy
Expo,” Demmer said. “This year I did
that and more. Regardless, I had a fun
experience being in the ring with the
best cattle in the world.”
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chance to entirely cover 2015.
Keep it simple
Have you ever found yourself in
a drug store at the end of a long day,
staring at a seemingly endless row of
nearly identical pain killers? Rapid action, extra strength, generic vs. branded, and a dozen more attributes fighting
for your dollar, maybe even inducing
anxiety that you may miss something
critical if you do not pay full attention.
What was supposed to be a simple decision is made complicated by an excessive abundance of choice. This situation may resonate well with some dairy
producers that tried Livestock Gross
Margin for Dairy, or with some who
are just now trying to learn more about
both LGM and MPP. Please allow me
to propose three simple rules of thumb
that can help you make a good decision without the need to spend many
hours comparing the Margin Protection
Program and LGM. First, if you have
never used LGM before, and do not use
private risk management tools, focus

first on understanding MPP. Second, if
you are currently using LGM, consider
protecting some months in 2015 with
LGM, but do not use LGM contracts
longer than three months. Finally, if
you do decide to use LGM to protect
your margins in 2015, monitor LGM
sales activity in October and November. If it looks likely that there will be
enough subsidies to allow for at least a
few more sales events, and if expected
2015 MPP margins are still high – then
perhaps LGM can be relied on for protection in 2015. On the other hand, if it
turns out to be the case that the LGM
budget for subsidies is nearly exhausted by the October and November sales
events, or if margins deteriorate considerably by the middle of November, then
consider registering for MPP for the
balance of 2015. The LGM sales event
in November is on the 21st, which will
still give you a few days before Thanksgiving to visit your local FSA office
and register for MPP for those months
in 2015 which are not covered under
LGM.

